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We investigate the effects of defect scatterings on the electric transport properties of chemical vapor
deposited (CVD) graphene by measuring the carrier density dependence of the magneto-conductivity.
To clarify the dominant scattering mechanism, we perform extensive measurements on large-area
samples with different mobility to exclude the edge effect. We analyze our data with the major
scattering mechanisms such as short-range static scatters, short-range screened Coulomb disorders,
and weak-localization (WL). We establish that the charged impurities are the predominant scatters
because there is a strong correlation between the mobility and the charge impurity density. Near the
charge neutral point (CNP), the electron-hole puddles that are induced by the charged impurities
enhance the inter-valley scattering, which is favorable for WL observations. Away from the CNP, the
charged-impurity-induced scattering is weak because of the effective screening by the charge
carriers. As a result, the local static structural defects govern the charge transport. Our findings
provide compelling evidence for understanding the scattering mechanisms in graphene and pave the
C 2013
way for the improvement of fabrication techniques to achieve high-quality CVD graphene. V
AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4852435]

I. INTRODUCTION

Graphene is a single layer of sp2-bonded carbon atoms
with a honeycomb lattice structure. The unique crystal structure of graphene leads to an intriguing band structure: a linear and chiral dispersion relation with a four-fold ground
state degeneracy that accounts for both spin and valley.1 The
fascinating electronic and optic properties of graphene have
attracted intense scientific interests and technological efforts
since the discovery of graphene.2–4 However, to further commercialize graphene-based devices, two primary obstacles in
the material preparation must be overcome. First, for the
widespread applications of graphene, it is essential to have
reliable methods to produce large-scale uniform graphene
with high yield. Several techniques have been developed to
produce graphene using controlled growth and large areas,
including epitaxial growth on SiC,5,6 and chemical vapor
deposition (CVD).7 However, the large samples that are
grown using these methods inevitably suffer defects and
impurities during the fabrication processes. It then comes to
the second issue that these disorders severely degrade the
quality of graphene, which causes large variations of mobility and significant reductions in reproducibility of the device
characteristics.8,9 To date, the role of different impurities in
the deterioration of the transport properties of graphene and
the method to characterize various scattering processes
remain crucial issues that have not been fully addressed.
Several theories have been developed to elucidate the
disorder effects in the transport properties of graphene; these
theories mainly focus on the temperature, the magnetic field,
and the carrier density dependences of the conductivity. One
0021-8979/2013/114(23)/233703/8/$30.00

outstanding example is the phenomenon of weak localization
(WL), which is observed in magnetoconductivity (MC). WL
signal is known to be a sensitive probe to investigate
both the inelastic- and elastic-scattering mechanisms in
materials. For ideal graphene, the chiral nature of electrons
hinders the backscattering process because of the pseudospin
conservation.10 Consequently, the conventional WL of twodimensional system is suppressed whereas the weak antilocalization (WAL) becomes pronounced. However, recent
studies suggest that the presence of sharp defects (atomicrange scatters) or charged impurities with a finite range can
induce elastic intra- and inter-valley scattering and restore
WL.11–13 Theoretical calculations further illustrate the
effects of the charged disorders on the carrier density dependence and the temperature dependence of the conductivity and the minimum conductivity.14–16 It has been argued
that the presence of the charged impurities can induce local
potential fluctuations and form inhomogeneous electron-hole
puddles near the charge neutral point (CNP). Note that the
potential profile of the puddles strongly depends on the carrier density, which is essentially different from that of the
static puddles that arise from the intrinsic ripples of natural
graphene.
Numerous experiments have been performed to investigate the WAL and WL effects in graphene. Depending on
the experimental conditions, one can observe either WL or
WAL of carriers in graphene.17 It is believed that inelastic
scattering is caused by the electron-electron interaction.18,19
The inter-valley and intra-valley scatterings are attributed to
the boundary effect of a small sample, the structural defects,
and the warping effect.18–20 As yet, the questions regarding
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what the dominated scatter is remain unanswered.18,20–22
Earlier studies mainly rely on exfoliated graphene, which
typically has high mobility but is small size (less than
5 lm).17–20 To eliminate the boundary scattering, it is desirable to measure MC in larger samples. Moreover, the scattering effects that are induced by the charged disorders are
sensitive to the carrier density, whereas those induced by
the structural defects are not. Thus, it is informative to
study the evolutions of MC in samples with different carrier
densities to distinguish the roles of different types of
scatters.
In this work, we attempted to explore the disorderinduced scattering processes in large-area CVD-grown graphene. We measured the carrier density dependence of the
MC that crosses the CNP using several samples with different qualities. To properly interpret the observed WL signals,
the effects of the charged impurity were considered. Based
on the theoretical models, the characteristic times that are
associated with different scattering processes, the charged
impurity density, and the averaged amplitude of the scattering potential were extracted. An empirical relationship
between the mobility and the charged impurity density was
established. Our experimental findings suggest that the
electron-hole puddles, which are induced by the charged
impurities, play a dominant role in the electronic transport of
the graphene under examination, particularly in the vicinity
of the charge neutral point.
II. SAMPLE CHARACTERIZATIONS

A large-area graphene sheet was grown using CVD on a
Cu foil. Subsequently, it was dissolved in an Fe(NO)3
solvent and transferred onto a clean SiO2(300 nm)/p-Si
substrate. The detailed growth parameters and the transfer
procedures have been published elsewhere.23 After the
transfer, graphene was patterned into a Hall-bar geometry
using photolithography and O2 plasma etching. Finally,
16 nm/4 nm thick of Au/Cr metal contacts were deposited
using thermal evaporation. Table I summarizes the main
characteristics of five samples. The results presented in this

work are primarily obtained from samples S1 and S2, which
have the highest and the lowest mobilities with different
extents of disorders among the investigated samples.
Micro-Raman spectroscopy was performed at a 473 nm
laser excitation with a spatial resolution of 0.6 lm to characterize the structural quality, the homogeneity, and the layer
number of the CVD graphene that was transferred onto the
SiO2/Si substrate. Figure 1(a) shows the Raman spectra of
samples S1 and S2 with the intensity ratio of 2D to G peaks
(I2D/IG) larger than two. The tiny D peak 1350 cm1,
which is indicative of structural defects, were found in both
S1 and S2.24,25 Figure 1(b) illustrates a spatial Raman map
of I2D/IG with a step resolution of 1 lm for S2; 92% of the
area of the sample exhibits I2D/IG > 2, which suggests a high
uniformity of the monolayer graphene.24 To make a rough
estimation of the spatial distribution of structural disorders,
we measured the spatial mapping of ID/IG, as shown in Fig.
1(c). Figure 1(d) shows a histogram of the ID/IG ratio of samples S1 (white) and S2 (black). Comparing with the optical
images, we can identify that the pronounced D peak
(ID/IG > 0.7) may be caused by dusts or resistant residue on
the studied graphene. If we take the histogram of ID/IG > 0.2
as a signature of the presence of structural defects, which
usually behave as local sharp scatters, the structural defects
spread over 31% of the area of samples S1 and S2.
However, the fact that the two samples, which have significantly different mobilities, as listed in Table I, have approximately the same D-peak density, which strongly indicates
that the structural defects may not be the dominant source responsible for mobility degradation.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the four-terminal longitudinal resistance Rxx and the Hall coefficient RH as a function of
the back gate voltage Vg measured at a temperature T ¼ 10 K
for S1 and S2, respectively. The Hall coefficient is defined as

TABLE I. Specifications of the samples studied in the experiments. All samples were patterned into Hall-bar geometry. Here, W denotes the width of
the device, and L is the separation between the voltage probes of the Hallbar device. The carrier density n0 is determined from the Hall coefficient at
Vg  0 V, and l is the electron mobility estimated at T ¼ 10 K. The parameters ni, n*, and Vrms are extracted from the best curve fitting to theoretical
models that are described in the text, where ni represents the charged impurity density, n* is the density of electron-hole puddle, and Vrms is the standard deviation of the potential fluctuation.
Sample
W lm
L lm
n0  1012 cm2
l cm2/Vs
ni  1012 cm2
n*  1011 cm2
Vrms meV

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

10
20
1.01
3600
1.4
3.8
106

10
20
3.23
930
7.0
19
185

10
20
2.3
1300
5.1
15
164

10
20
2.1
1800
4.3
12
155

5
30
1.02
3300
1.9
5.5
114

FIG. 1. (a) Raman spectrum of samples S1 and S2. The map of intensity ratio
(b) I2D/IG and (c) ID/IG for S2. The scale bar is 10 lm. (d) The histogram of
the ID/IG intensity counts, which was normalized with the total count for S1
(white) and S2 (black). The examined region is within the dashed box in (c).
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comparable for both S1 and S2 samples. In contrast, the transition width of RH, which is marked with the gray areas in
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), is much wider for the lower mobility
sample of S2. Therefore, it is unlikely that the surface roughness is notably responsible for the mobility variations. A
recent theory by Yan and Ting indicates that RH/Rxx
approaches zero at the CNP and saturates at larger n under
charged impurity scatterings.28 The saturation of RH/Rxx
implies that both the longitudinal and the transverse conductivities are proportional to the carrier concentration n, and
the electric transport is governed by one type of carrier.
Figures 2(e) and 2(f) show the RH/Rxx as a function of n
(or Vg) for S1 and S2, respectively. Here, n ¼ a(Vg – VCNP),
and a conversion ratio a is estimated to be 0.95  1011 cm2/V
with a SiO2 substrate thickness of 300 nm. The gray area
denotes the transition region of RH/Rxx. The general behaviors
of the carrier density-dependent RH/Rxx qualitatively agree well
with the theoretical predictions, which suggests that the charged
impurity may induce the extra electron-hole puddles and
accordingly tune the transition width.
III. WEAK LOCALIZATION IN CVD GRAPHENE

FIG. 2. (a), (b) Longitudinal resistance Rxx and Hall coefficient RH versus
gate voltage Vg at temperature T ¼ 10 K for S1 and S2, respectively. The
charge neutral point, VCNP, is located at Vg of approximately 10 V for S1
and 33 V for S2. The gray area marks the transition regime of RH. (c), (d)
Rxx and Rxy of S1 as a function of Vg at magnetic field B ¼ 8 T and temperature T ¼ 1.3 K. The numbers specify the filling factors  ¼ 2–10. (e), (f) The
Hall coefficient RH that is normalized to Rxx as a function of the carrier concentration n for S1 and S2, respectively. The gray area marks the transition
regime of RH/Rxx for S1 and S2.

RH ¼ Rxy/B, where Rxy denotes the Hall resistance. Our CVD
graphene is typically hole-doped, which results in a positive
shift of the CNP voltage, VCNP, to 10 V for S1, and 33 V
for S2. The ambipolar behavior of the sign reversal of RH
versus Vg across VCNP is properly observed. Figures 2(c) and
2(d) show Rxx and Rxy of S1 as a function of Vg at a fixed
magnetic field B ¼ 8 T and a temperature T ¼ 1.3 K. Rxy
exhibits well-resolved quantized plateaux at 6h/(2e2),
6h/(6e2), and 6h/(10e2) for both electron- and hole-like carriers, which indicates that the superior quality of the electronic quality of our CVD graphene with a mobility of
3600 cm2/Vs is comparable with that of exfoliated graphene.
Nevertheless, we note that the Rxx that accompanies a plateau
in Rxy exhibits a local minimum with a finite value, which is
distinctly different from the vanishing Rxx in clean graphene
flakes that are prepared by mechanical exfoliation.26 It has
been reported that Rxx at the quantized Hall plateau is attributed to the effects of disorder-induced scatterings.27
The sign change in the slope of RH crossing VCNP is
resulted from the cancellation of electron and hole puddles.
If the electron-hole puddles are induced by the surface
roughness associated with the manifestation of the substrate
surface morphology, the electron and hole puddles should be

In this section, we present the studies of the MC of graphene with different mobilities. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show
the representative traces of MC, Dr ¼ r(B) – r(0), which
were measured at different Vg and at a fixed temperature of
10 K for S1 and S2. The curves in this figure emphasize the
evolution of MC from a high-carrier-density regime across
the charge neutral regime. At all gate voltages, MC is positive and shows a sharp dip at low B, which represents the
general features of WL. Regardless of the carrier polarity,
MC exhibits reproducible fluctuations at larger B, which can
be identified as a universal conductance fluctuation.
Furthermore, note that the side wings of the MC traces at

FIG. 3. Magnetoconductivity measured in (a) sample S1 and (b) sample S2.
Each trace was taken at different gate voltages Vg, indicated by the number
below. The curves with Vg ¼ 10 V, 5 V, 18 V, and 35 V for S1 and 37 V,
20 V, 46 V, and 78 V for S2 have been shifted for clarity. The red solid lines
are the best fitting curves to the theoretical model.
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larger B values exhibit a distinct downturn near the CNP,
which is a signature of WAL.
To further analyze the above experimental data, we
adopt the WL theory developed by McCann et al.11 and Yan
et al.12,29 Reference 11 considers an atomically sharp disorder with the effect of a trigonal warping of the bands; in contrast, Ref. 12 addresses a finite-range potential induced by
charged impurities. It has been shown that both approaches
lead to consistent results in the limit of short scattering
length.29 Therefore, for simplicity, we adopt the work by
McCann et al. to extract the relevant scattering times of the
studied samples; the relevant scattering times include the
inelastic scattering time su , the inter-valley elastic scattering
time si, and the intra-valley elastic scattering time s* from
the curve fitting to the MC data. The MC correction can be
expressed as
 1 


ph
sB
s1
B
ðrðBÞ

rð0ÞÞ
¼
F

F
1
s1
e2
s1
u
u þ 2si


s1
B
;
(1)
 2F 1
1
su þ s1
i þ s
where F(z) ¼ ln(z) þ w(0.5 þ z1), w(x) is a digamma
h; D ¼ vF l=2 is the diffusion
function, s1
B ¼ 4eDB=
constant with D  0.02 m2/s for S1 and 0.01 m2/s for S2,
vF  106 m/s is the Fermi-velocity, and l is the mean free
path.18,20 Obviously, a significant inter-valley scattering with
small si will suppress the second and the third terms on the
right-hand side of Eq. (1), which will enhance WL.
By using the characteristic times su , si and s* as three free
parameters in curve fitting, the best fits to Eq. (1) are shown in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) as solid red curves. Accordingly, Figures
4(a)–4(c) and 4(d)–4(f) summarize the extracted su , si, and s*
as a function of n for S1 and S2, respectively. The fitting
errors, which are presented either as the length of the scale bar
or the size of the symbols in Fig. 4, are estimated using the
standard deviation of the best fits. As shown in Fig. 4, the

FIG. 4. Carrier density dependent characteristic times extracted from the
WL theory. (a), (d) Inelastic scattering time s/ , (b), (e) inter-valley elastic
scattering time si, and (c), (f) intra-valley elastic scattering time s* as a function of n for S1 and S2, respectively. The data were obtained at T ¼ 10 K.
The gray area indicates the regime where si drops.
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sample with lower mobility has shorter characteristic scattering
times. The fitting results lead to si  su and s < su , which
indicates a strong inter-valley scattering regime.13 Toward the
CNP, su decreases whereas s* increases. The general behaviors of su and s* as a function of n are consistent with the earlier reports.18–20 The decrease of su with n near the CNP has
been interpreted by increasing the electron-electron Nyquist
interaction.19 Consequently, it causes a significant loss of
phase coherence near the CNP, which manifests itself as a
wider and smaller dip in the MC curve around the zero magnetic field as shown in Fig. 3. A larger s* can enhance the
WAL behavior and may be responsible for the observed downturn of the side wings of in the MC traces at higher magnetic
fields. More interestingly, si displays more complicated variations with n. As n approaches the CNP, si first tends to
increase, and consequently drops near the CNP, as shown in
Figs. 4(b) and 4(e). Note that the suppression of si near the
CNP, which is shown in the gray regime, has been observed in
exfoliated graphene.20
Despite numerous studies, a variety of WL phenomena
that have been observed in graphene with different carrier
densities and mobilities are not well understood.17–20
Earlier experiments suggest that the characteristic scatterings times are related to the warping effect in the presence
of sharp disorders.11,18,20,21 However, the warping effect
alone cannot explain the variations of the scattering times
among different samples, in particular near the CNP. The
extracted s* is much smaller than the theoretical value of
sw, which varies from 10 ps for n ¼ 2  1012 cm2 to 450 ps
for n ¼ 3  1011 cm2, where sw ¼ ðl=vF Þðc0 a2 E2F =8h3 v2F Þ2 ,
c0 ¼ 3 eV is the nearest-neighbor coupling strength, and a is
the lattice constant, which is associated with the warping
effect.11,18 In addition, it is difficult to account for the carrier density dependence of s* and si near the CNP merely
from the scattering of atomically sharp defects.18,20,22
We then turn to consider the effect of charged disorders
on MC. The most distinct characteristic of the charged impurity is the variations of the scattering length with n because
of the screening effects. The calculations performed by Yan
et al. indicate that the Coulomb interaction between the
charged impurities and the carriers becomes weaker as n
decreases, which makes s* larger near the CNP.12,29 On the
other hand, the spatial distribution and the potential fluctuation of the electron-hole puddles, which are induced by the
charged impurities both increase near the CNP due to a weak
screening effect. We surmise that more frequent scattering
crossing electron-hole boundaries may be related to the
reduction of si. Therefore, the charge inhomogeneity is
closely related to n and the charged impurity density, which
could be sample dependent. The common feature, a characteristic gray regime marked in Figs. 2(a)/2(b), 2(e)/2(f), and
4(b)/4(e) for S1/S2, provides compelling evidence that the
charged impurity plays a dominant role in the electric transport of the investigated CVD graphene.
IV. CHARGED DISORDER

To elucidate the effect of the charged impurities on the
electronic transport of graphene, we adopted a semi-classical
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theory developed by Das Sarma et al.13–16 The theory
assumes that the charged impurities with density ni are randomly distributed at the interface between the graphene and
the substrate, which creates a local electrostatic fluctuating
potential V(r). The potential fluctuation can be described
using a statistical distribution
P(V)
with a Gaussian form,
ﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
2
2 , where V
i.e., PðVÞ ¼ eV =2Vrms = 2pVrms
rms is the standard
deviation of the potential fluctuation.16 V(r) leads to the formation of an inhomogeneous network of electron-hole puddles in graphene. Neglecting the detailed scattering
processes, the charge transport that is affected by the charged
impurities can be described using the average of the
Boltzmann results. Within this framework, the conductance
can be expressed as15
8
e2 n
>

>
>
< 20 h n if n < n
i
(2)
rðnÞ ¼
2
>
>
> 20 e n if n > n ;
:
h ni
where n* is the density of the electron-hole puddle and ni is
the charged impurity density. Experimentally, Rxx or r–1, is
asymmetrical with respect to the CNP [see Figs. 2(a) and
2(b)], which suggests that the impurity dopant not only contributes to the carriers but also subtly alters the scattering
processes. Because the studied graphene samples are all
intrinsic p-doped, we can fit our r(n) data in case of n > n*
to extract ni using Eq. (2) in the hole regime. The red dotted
lines in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) show the representative fitting
results for S1 and S2, respectively. After obtaining ni, we
can derive n* from Eq. (2) in the case of n < n*.

FIG. 5. (a), (b) Conductivity as a function of n for S1 and S2, respectively.
The red dotted line is the theoretical fitting by Eq. (2). (c) The charged impurity density ni versus the mobility l (estimated at T ¼ 10 K) plot. The hollow
symbols represent our data, and other experimental works are incorporated:
exfoliated graphene, 䊏 Tan et al.,30 • Geim and Novoselov,2 䉲 Tikhonenko
et al.;17 CVD graphene, 䉱 Cao et al.;21 suspended graphene, $ Bolotin
et al.31 The solid line is the fitting curve with ni ¼ 7.24  104  l1.32.

J. Appl. Phys. 114, 233703 (2013)

Next, we attempt to quantify Vrms with different ni values in the framework of a microscopic self-consistent theory,
where Vrms can be expressed as16
2
Vrms
¼ 2pni e2
#2
ð"
0
2ek z0 Ze sinhðdk0 Þ

k0 dk0 ;
k0 jins coshðdk0 Þ þ ðk0 jv þ 2qTF jÞsinhðdk0 Þ

(3)
where qTF is the Thomas-Fermi screen wave vector, jins ¼ 3.9
is the dielectric constant of SiO2, jv ¼ 1 is the dielectric constant in vacuum, d ¼ 300 nm is the thickness of SiO2, Z is the
charge number of the impurity, and z0 is the distance of the
impurity from the graphene/substrate interface. The precise
value of z0 is not crucial in the calculation because a small
Fermi-energy is concerned. Therefore, we choose z0 ¼ 1 nm as
a general consideration.15 The value of Z ranges from 1 to 2
because the possible source of charged impurity is either H2O,
which was absorbed at the graphene/substrate interface, or the
ion residue from Cu foil etching during the transfer process.
Here, we simply assume that Z ¼ 1 and evaluate Vrms for the
studied samples with ni extracted from the curve fitting
described above. The values of ni, n*, and Vrms for the studied
samples are summarized in Table I. It is clear that a sample
with higher ni consistently has higher intrinsic hole carrier
density, which indicates that the charged impurities are
p-dopant. Note that the values of Vrms and n*, which are listed
in Table I, are estimated at the CNP. In general, Vrms and n*
vary with n because of the carrier density-dependent screening
effect.
To find the correlations between the charged impurities
and the sample quality, we plot the charged impurity density,
ni, versus the mobility, l, for the studied samples and those
prepared by various groups with different methods in
Fig. 5(c).2,17,21,30,31 The hollow symbols are data obtained
from the samples studied, and the solid symbols are data
extracted from the earlier reports. It is remarkably interesting
that ni increases with the decreasing mobility, and all of the
data follow a linear relationship in a logarithmic scale, which
yields an empirical relationship of ni ¼ 7.24  104  l1.32.
This finding strongly suggests that the charged impurity is
predominantly responsible for the degradation of graphene
quality. We note that the values of ni that were extracted
from the electron regime in our samples are laid within the
size of the symbols. It should be mentioned that the empirical relationship is different from the theoretical prediction
with ni / l1 based on the independent charged impurity
assumption.15 The discrepancy may be attributed to presence
of the correlation between the charged impurities or a less
effective screening effect of the carriers in a regime with
higher-impurity-density, which gives the nonlinear relation
between ni and l1.32
Let us address the extent to which the empirical relationship between ni and l is valid. It has been shown that the
acoustic phonon and surface optical phonon scatterings are
suppressed, and the impurity scattering dominates in graphene below 100 K.33 Earlier experimental studies further
suggest that the mobility extracted away from the CNP
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(to eliminate the effect induced by the electron-hole puddle) saturates at low temperatures.34,35 In addition, the theory that we
adopted to extract ni from Eq. (2) does not consider all phonon
effects. Thus, we reasonably believe that the empirical relationship of ni / l1:32 is applicable to graphene with charged
impurities at temperature below 100 K. To further justify the
above argument, we revisit the data for graphene prepared from
reduced graphene oxide, which was reported in the literature.36
This type of graphene has a large number of structural
defects, and we apply Eq. (2) to deduce the relevant physical
quantities. The results are as follows: ni ¼ 7  1014 cm2,
n* ¼ 7.1  1012 cm2, and Vrms ¼ 770 meV, with l ¼ 5 cm2/Vs,
which clearly deviate from the above trends for graphene with
charged impurities.
V. DISCUSSIONS

Our studies reveal two types of distinct disorders in CVD
graphene: the structural defects and the charged impurities.
The structural defects such as punctuated holes, surface corrugations, and grain boundaries usually behave as sharp shortrange scatters. In contrast, the charged impurities give rise to
fine-range scattering, which strongly depends on the screening
effect or n. The structural defect density presented in the studied samples with l  1000-4000 cm2/Vs are approximately
1011 cm2, as identified by the Raman ID peaks. As listed in
Table I, the charged impurity density in the studied samples is
one order of magnitude higher than the structural defect density. Away from the CNP, where n is high, the sharp and local
structural defects are expected to be the dominant scattering
source. In strong contrast, near the CNP, where n is low, the
screening effect is weak and the scattering by the charged
impurities can gradually become more pronounced.
Consequently, the electric transport near the CNP is possibly
complicated by the presence of the electron-hole puddles,
which are induced by the charged impurities.
To illustrate the above scenario, we simulated the spatial
potential profile Ve, which is associated with a spatial
averaged value of Vrms. The adopted parameters are Vrms
¼ 106 meV/185 meV and n* ¼ 3.8  1011 cm2/1.9  1012 cm2
for S1/S2 at the CNP (see Table I). Figures 6(a) and 6(b)
depict the intensity plot of Ve over 100 nm  100 nm at different EF values for S1 and S2, respectively. The dispersed
blue/red patches represent the electron/hole puddles. Figures
6(c) and 6(d) correspond to a cross-section profile of Ve for
the dashed lines that cut through the Ve map, which are
shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). Figure 6 reveals several unique
features of the charged impurity. For samples with lower l
and more ni, the areas of the electron-hole puddles are
smaller, and the spatial distributions of the puddles are
denser; meanwhile, the fluctuation amplitude of Vrms is
larger because of a weaker screening effect. These facts offer
reasonable explanations why S2 has shorter scattering times
of si and s* than S1. As n increases, the charged impurities
are effectively screened, and Vrms becomes smaller, as shown
in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d). As EF is comparable to Vrms(VCNP),
the electron-hole puddles almost vanish, as shown in thep
botﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
tom panel of Fig. 6(a). We can assume that EF ¼ hvF pn
1 Vrms 2
and estimate that DVg ð ¼ 6 ap
ð hvF Þ ), as EF  Vrms ðVCNP Þ.

FIG. 6. (a) and (b) Potential profile for the effective potential Ve at different
EF values for S1 and S2, respectively. The scale bar for the spatial distance
is 20 nm. (c), (d) The spatial distribution of the potential profile along the
marked dashed line in (a) and (b) for S1 and S2, respectively. The red
dashed lines indicate the energy levels that the carriers occupy.

Then, DVg  66 V for S1 and 631 V for S2, which are
qualitatively in good agreement with the observed transition width that is marked in gray in Fig. 4. Note that the discrepancy between the simulated and the observed transition
widths is reduced if we use Z ¼ 1.3 to evaluate Vrms and
DVg for S2, which indicates that the charged impurity
source in S2 may contain more ion residue with a higher valence state.
After knowing the potential profile in the presence
of the charged impurities, we are now ready to identify
the regime where the charged impurities govern the carrierdensity-dependent scattering times of the studied samples.
As EF  Vrms in the high carrier density regime, the charged
impurities are effectively screened, and the sharp local structural defects become more important. The WL signal is
experimentally observed and can be fitted rather well using
the approach by McCann et al. In contrast, as EF  Vrms in
the low carrier density regime, the scattering rate can be significantly enhanced by the emergence of the electron-hole
puddles. Moreover, comparing with an earlier report,17 we
can estimate that the charged impurity density of graphene
should be on the order of 1011 cm2, which is one order of
magnitude smaller than that of the studied samples, to
observe a pronounced WAL signal.
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After interpreting our observations, we wish to stress the
shortcomings of the current understanding of the disorder
effects. First, a detailed examination of our r(Vg) traces and
many earlier reports shows a common feature that r(Vg) is
asymmetrical with respect to VCNP, even at large n. This
common feature suggests that the charged impurities not
only behave as a dopant, but also profoundly break the
electron-hole symmetry in the scattering processes. The
asymmetry of r(Vg) has been addressed in terms of the
potential difference between the metal contact and the doped
graphene channel for two-terminal devices.37 However, this
argument is no longer valid for four-probe measurements. A
comprehensive understanding of the underlying scattering
mechanism can elucidate the nature of the impurity, and
pave the way for graphene-based device applications.
Second, the current theories commonly assume that there is
no correlation among the impurities, which may only be
valid away from the CNP. The recent experiments show that
the inter-impurity correlations should be considered at low
n.38,39 Third, larger fitting discrepancies based on the WL
theory are consistently found near the CNP. To have a better
quantitative analysis, the presence of the electron-hole puddles should be specifically included in the magnetoconductance correction.
In summary, we have extensively investigated the longitudinal resistance, the Hall coefficient, and the magnetoconductivity as a function of the carrier density for large-area
CVD graphene with different mobilities. The characteristic
scattering times are extracted from the WL analysis. We find
that the slope change of the Hall coefficient RH, the evolution
of Rxx/RH away from a saturation trend, and the reduction of
the inter-valley scattering time coincidently fall within a low
carrier density regime, where the transition width is wider
for lower mobility samples. All of these features can be
understood by considering the charged impurity induced
scatterings. We deduce a strong correlation between the mobility l and the charged impurity density ni and conclude
that the charged impurities are the predominant scatters for
the electric transport of the studied CVD graphene. Then, we
illustrate the change of the charged-impurity-induced scattering potential with the carrier density n. When n is high, the
charged impurity induced scattering is weak because of a
strong screening by the charge carriers. Accordingly, the
scattering process by the local structural and sharp defects is
dominated. In contrast, when n is low, the charged impurities
are less screened and can induce the electron-hole puddles
with density and the associated potential fluctuation depending on ni and n. Therefore, the presence of the electron-hole
puddles determines the minimum conductivity. Our experimental findings suggest that removing the charged impurities
is decisively important for fabricating reproducible highquality CVD graphene for potential device applications.
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